
  The #FoodForPlastic Campaign 

GCU - FM247 - MSP



OUR STORY 

It’s a Covid baby…  

A few normal individuals with similar intentions… 

We were in a pandemic, nobody knew what to do. People were told to stay home, losing what tiny income they were 
working for to put food on the table and so the demand for food grew. GCU a NGO who was already involved with 
charity met Mother Soup Project and together they produced soup… 

Up to 10 thousand litres of soup was produced on a daily basis at Woodstock Breweries, the only other issue was 
transport and that’s how FoodManiacs247 came to exist, armed with a small car and trailer, i took on to deliver 
thousands of litres of the soup per day, “like a maniac” 

Together, with in two years, these few individuals and their organizations has delivered over 5 million meals and has 
collected more that 4 tons of plastic. 

But who’s counting? 

WE WANT TO CONTINUE ON THIS MISSION

 



OUR VISION 

Let’s do this…

Let’s work together and collaborate honestly, responsibly and creatively within communities, educating local community 
people that will together build a positive and clean environment through demonstration and education. 

Together with your school and you we want to be a part of the future, big corporations are already recycling and benefiting 
to a great extent, why can’t you? We want to stand up one day and be proud to say we helped to make our environment 
cleaner safer and enhance our communities. 

Our youth is our future and we want to educate them so that they can also one day have a fair chance to be environmental 
leaders and lead the way in our mission to protect the planet for younger generations to come.   



OUR MISSION

Daily Operation…

1.The aim is to deliver nutritious meals to the school on a regular basis in exchange for recyclable items. 
2.A nutritious well balanced meal will be produced by Mother Soup Project  and delivered by FoodManiacs247. 
3.The school will take full control of the meals and or other products to prepare for scheduled school feeding times. 
4.The recycling depot on the allocated school premise will be managed and maintained for hygiene purposes by 

    both GCU & FM247.
5.Full containers with recyclable items will be removed from the depo by a professional recycling company and will 

    be replaced by empty recycling containers as soon as it is full.
6.The structure of these recycling containers will be professionally build with weather lasting material for safety and 

    visual purposes. 
7.The items for recycling will be PET plastic bottles, Tin and Glass. If glass is a concern for safety reasons then this 

    item will be removed.
8.During the course of the year we would 

    like to introduce basic education to the 
    learners on the subject of recycling.  

https://www.facebook.com/mothersoupproject/
https://www.instagram.com/food.maniacs247/?hl=en

